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Cuba is sending thousands of people to Africa where with

Russian arms they are fighting, taking any side that will stirr

up trouble so they can get control. If they get control the

situation will be like it is today in Russia. Like it was a while

ago in China. It may n not be so bad in China now because I under

stand they have killed about 10 million people in China, and of

those who are left, I understand, they are forced to come together

frequently for indoctrination meetings and individuals are required

to report on anything they have heard anyone else say that is

t±xia critical of the bodies in power. Of course they are in a

difficult situation because every few years, the body in power

changes, and what you've said on the previous ones in power may

put you into trouble with the people in power now. That's the

situation in over a third of the world today.

It's terrible the way we ±i ignore what's happening in other

parts of the world, but I think perhaps the most inexcusable is the

way the rest of the world is utterly ignoringwhat is happening in

Cambodia. I have before me copies of NEWSWEEK magazine. I brought

NEWSEWEEK because NEWSWEEK is very much oriented in the general

ommunist direction, therefore what they say critical of them is

certainly not fitting in with their prejudices. It is interesting

\ to read what they say. Here is an aritcle, The Land of the Walking

Dead in the issue of January 23, 1978. You remember there was a

small gooup of Cambodians who studied in Paris and came under com

munist influence there. The people of Cambodia were long known

as the flower people. They were not a warlike people They were not

much interested in the struggles and difficulties outside their

borders. When the Vietnamese sent large armies down tNx through

Cambodia in otder to get into Vietnam, they made no difficulty for

them. They were not interested, particularly. But this small group
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